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ORGANIZATION OP THE MEETING

Opening and duration of the meeting

1. The fifth meeting of the Executive Committee took place in Addis Ababa'

from 24 to 28 May 1971 under the chairmanship of H.E. Mr. Tijani^ Chelli,- ■ -

Chairman of the first meeting of the Conference of Ministers. " .;

2. After the opening remarks by the Chairman, H.E. Mr. Diallo Telli, Admi

nistrative Secretary-General of the OAU welcomed the members of the Committee

on behalf of his Organization. He expressed gratitud.e to the Government-of

the Republic of Tunisia for the hospitality and facilities accorded to part

icipants during the first meeting of the Conference of Ministers. He also

said that the first meeting of the Conference of Ministers was an opportunity

for the strengthening of the new structure of the Commission which was adopted

in 1969 for the economic and social development of the region.

3. He welcomed the participation of the representatives from peoples under

colonial domination in the work of the Economic Commission for Africa. He

appealed to the Executive Secretary to do everything within his power to

implement resolution 233(x) adopted at. the first meeting of the Conference
of Ministers.

4- He informed to the Committee that the Commission's document entitled

"Africa's Strategy for Development in the 1970's" which falls within the frame

work of the programme of the Organization of African Unity in the economic

and social field would be reported to the 17th session of the Organization

of African Unity Council of Ministers. He also said that OAU must pay tribute

to ECA for its co-operation over^the. past, last seven years. He felt that

through combined, efforts ECA could be m6re operational.

5. He welcomed the appointment of Mr. Doc Kingue, Assistant Administrator

Designate and Director 01 the Regional Bureau for Africa and expressed the

hope that mo-a Africans would be appointed to higher portions in UNDP.

Election of Qfficers

6. Having regard to Rule 14 of-the Commission's rules of procedure and to
resolution 188(IX)T which lays down that the Chairman of the Conference of
Ministers will bo the Chairman of the Executive Committee, the Committee

elected:

H.E, Mr, Belai Abbai, Ethiopia, as First Vice-Chairman

H-E- Mr. Francois Pehoua, Central African Republic, as Second

Vice-Chairman and

H.E. Mr. Olu Sanu, Nigeria, as Rapporteur.
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Attendance

7. The meeting was attended by the representatives of the sixteen"member

States as follows: from the Central African Sub-region: Cameroon, Central

African Republic, Chad, Democratic Republic of the Congo; from the East

African Sub-region: Ethiopia, Madagascar, Uganda, Somalia; from the North

African.Sub-region: Algeria, Morocco, United Arab Republic, Tunisia; and

from the West African Sub-region: Ghana, Niger, Nigeria and Senegal*

8. Observers from UNICEP, UNDP, ILO, FAO, UNESCO, WHO and OAU were also
present.

Agenda

9. After discussions, the Committee adopted the following agenda:

(1) Opening of the meeting

(2) Election of officers

(3) Adoption of the agenda and organization of the work

(4) Matters arising out of the work of:

(a) the twenty-fifth session of the General Assembly (15 September -
17 December 1970)

(b) the resumed forty-ninth session of the Economic and Social
Council (October-December 1970)

(c) the tenth session of the Commission (first meeting of the
Conference of Ministers, 8-13 February 1971)

(5) Implementation of the work programme policy issues and problems

(6) Activities at sub-regional level and multinational interdisciplinary
development advisory teams

(7) Report by the Executive Secretary based on answers to the Secretary-
General's cfuostionnaire for the study on regional structure::

(8) Preparations for the fifty-first session of the Economic and Social
Council

(9) Relations between the Commission and the Organization of African
Unity, United Nations bodies and various international organizations

(10) Any other business

(11) Date of the sixth meeting of the Executive Committee

(12) Adoption of the report.
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■ DISCUSSION OP AGENDA ITEMS

Report on matters arising from the proceedings-of the General Assembly, the

Economic and Social Council and the Conference..of Ministers

10. The twenty-fifth session of the General Assembly, which was held from

15 September to 17 December 1970, was marked by the celebration of .(.-the

twenty-fifth anniversary of the United Nations Organization and by the

adoption of resolution'2626(XXV) on the International Development strategy

for the Second United Nations Development Decade,.

11. Through this resolution, the General Assembly adopted.an International

Development Strategy and proclaimed the Second United Nations Development

Decade to begin on 1 January 1971•

12. The General Assembly noted that the goals and objectives of the Decade ■■

called for a continuous effort on the part of all- peoples and Governments

to promote economic and social progress in developing countries by formulating

and implementing a coherent set of general policy measures. It pointed out

that appropriate.arrangements were necessary to keep under systematic review

'progress towards the achievement, of.these goals :nd objectives, the identifica

tion of shortfalls in their achievement and the identification of factors (

which account for these, so that positive measures could be recommended.

13. In resolution 264l(XXV) regarding the review and appraisal of the object

ives and policies of the: International.Development Strategy, the Assembly re-,

quested the various organisations of the United Nations Family to continue

to review progress in their respective sectors.'

14- In the field of development planning, the General Assembly adopted resolu

tion 268l(XXV) in which .it confirmed the need for a unified approach to

development analysis and planning which would fully integrate the economic

and social components in the formulation of policies and programmes.at the

national and international levels. It requested those bodies responsible

for the implementation of the International Development Strategy to aim at

the most effective integration of policy measures, across the different sectors,

based inter alia upon tho principles -and guidelines embodied in.the unified .

approach. . = . . • ..

15. Conscious of the importance of the role of the regional.economic commis-.

sions in the implementation of the strategy for the Second United Nations

Development Decade, the General Assembly, in resolution 2687(XXV) expressed,
appreciation of the contributions made by the regional economic commissions

and the United Nations Office in Beirut towards the formulation of the strategy,

and requested them to continue and further intensify their efforts in helping

to promote, on a regional, sub—regional or interregional basis, trade expansion,

economic co-operation and integration among their member countries*. In-addition,

the commissions and the Beirut Office were requested to participate within the

United Nations system in making a regular periodic appraisal of progress in

the implementation of the International Development Strategy.
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16. The attention of the Executive Committee was drawn to resolutions on:

the establishment of United Nations Peace Corps; the proposal to change the
name of United Nations.-regional economic^commissions,to emphasise the social. ■

aspect of their work, and-.the decision to. provide funds, for the prenns.es. at
Bangkok and Addis Ababa. The Committee expressed its appreciation of the
decision of.the General Assembly and xhe hospitality which it continues to

enjoy in Ethiopia, :tHe:, host country of its headquarters.

17. The Committee pointed out that both the documents E/CN.14/£0/27,
S/CN.14/492 and the introductory statement of the secretariat had merely

recommended the resolutions adopted by ECOSOC and the General Assembly, as
well as the decisions taken by the Conference of Ministers in Tunis. It was
thought that it would be more useful to relate these decisions and the action
which the Commission was expected to play to the availability of resources

including both ECA regular staff and regional advisers. The Committee wished
to be informed about the decision of the Management Survey Team and the reac
tion of the secretariat to their recommendations, in particular the Committee

wanted to know whether the resources recommended by the team were enough to

enable ECA to meet its responsibilities. ■■'

18." The secretariat agreed that the; availability of resources was an important
issue which had been touched upon in items 4> 5 and 6. : The Management Survey
Team had recommended an additional 17 posts and the Controller had given the :
assurance that these posts could be drawn upon as vacancies are filled in ECA.
As a result of the awareness of the problems of the Economic Commission for
Africa particularly with regard to resources for carrying out the-approved

work of the Commission, it was decided in the Fifth Committee that the United
Nations Secretariat should be flexible in its application of the principle

of "equitable geographical distribution" as regards the African region. It i*as
'agreed that this principle could be slightly modified to enable the higher

proportion of the African staff to be recruited from those African States with
adequate manpower resourcesTJand it was noted that the situation would be ■

rectified as soon as more countries in Africa" had comp -tent staff. As a result
of this new flexibility , the Executive Secretary pointed out that some of =

the required additional staff were now: being recruited. These decisions were

expected to increase the resources at the disposal of ECA but two new trends
threatened to whittle dbtfn these resources. The number of regional advisers

had declined steadily as a result of administrative arrangements decided upon
by Headquarters. It also appeared that tho number of regional advisers might
be reduced in order to secure funds for financing the members'of the United
Nations Interdisciplinary Team (UNDAT). Moreover, new salary increases, with

out increasing allotment would affect the number of regional advisers who-

could be employed by 32CA. The UNDAT's had been slow to organize and vsiless
exceptional steps were taken no more staff might be provided than at present
available at the sub-regional offices. The Committee was strongly of the view
that in order to improve tHe position of the Commission regarding recruitment

of regional advisers, African members of ECOSOC should try to obtain increased
allocation for technical assistance when this matter came up for discussion.
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19, The secretariat reminded the Committee that in recommending the establish

ment of UNDATs it had assumed that they would provide more :staff to. work in

the sub-regions and to keep in close-"contact with member States. The Executive

Committee needed to express itself clearly on this to avoid any disappointment

in the future. The depletion of the number of regional advisers created

special problems for a region like Africa, which could not provide a large

number of- experienced experts^ especially in many of the technical fields.

The flexibility in the recruitment of regional'advisers, especiallyrin' con

nexion with geographical" distribution, made it possible to secure" s'eriior

African staff from some of the better furnished member States. It" was im

portant to emphasize that the staffing pyramid of the section required a

reasonably large number of junior workers who could not be sent onv advisory

missions. The regional adviser's scheme guaranteed the availability of

competent staff in terms of seniority, experience and acceptability to member

States. The secretariat agreed with the views of the Committee that if^the

presence of the Commission in Africa was to be-felt, then the resources-at

the disposal of the secretariat needed urgently to be increased. The ECA

was currently serving 41 member States, including the countries which were-

now struggling for political liberation whose members had been "granted special

■ status at the conferences of the Commission. ' The resolution of the ninth -1

"session calling on the secretariat to become moire operational, the-'policy ■'

of" the" secretariat to support the activities of the specialized "agencies at

': the -regional level and the frequency of demands -by member States for services

of the Commission posed a serious challenge to the competence of the secretariat

and' its ability to respond effectively to the needs of the ■region'.1' ■■■ -:<':■■.■

20, Referring to the anomalous situation in which the secretariat carried a

number of- vacancies and continued to demand more posts some1 members of the

Committee pointed out that the Management Survey took into account the fact'

that the- Commission had many vacancies" and yet continued to request more -posts.

The Committee' held the view' that serious effort should be made by the''secreta

riat to fill vacancies in those technical areas in which member States had

sought advisers from the Commission. These areas include, natural resources,

transport, etc. In e::plaining the-situation the secretariat pointed out -that

there was a continuous demand by member States for' their nationals to return

to fill key posts. LVen though this was a desirable trend,1 it tended to affect

the-staffing position and the work 'of the Commission. Moreover, member States

were often unwilling to release some of their best people to'join, the staff

: of the secretariat. In spite of the difficulties the secretariat had succeeded

■ in maintaining a high percentage of African staff participation in its work.

21, The Committee felt that attention had to be given to stren£thening~-ttie

regional adviser component of the staff of the secretariat to ensure that tha

recommendations of the Management Survey Team were fully carried out and -that

the establishment of UNDAT's was expedited. It was also observed that the-fact

that the Commission had not made its views known on the ultimate number of Sub-

regions that were to be established had some effect on the decision of the'

Management Survey with regard to resouroes to be made available to'^the Commission*
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In this regard the secretariat pointed out that the idea of the UNDAT's had

been considered as providing some flexibility in meeting the needs of sub-

regional groupings. It was recalled that previous sessions of the Executive

Committee had addressed requests to the Secretary-General for urgent provision

to meet the resource requirements of the Commission.

22. The Committee discussed at length the importance of member States speaking

with a united voice in different organs of the. United Nations. This was parti

cularly important as far. as UNCTAD, ECOSOC, UNDP,. and the General Assembly of

the United Nations were concerned. ..In order to promote the desired unity of

action, it was agreed that the Chairman should address letters to member States

setting out the decisions of the Executive Committee and that delegations to

the summer session of ECOSOC should be specially briefed to express the wishes

of the African region. . It was felt that all members of the Executive Committee

should, in the first instance, undertake to brief their Governments on the

decisions taken by the Committee. ...

23»; It was pointed out that the Executive Committee was prepared to give

.maximum assistance to the secretariat provided it was kept fully informed.

In particular, a request was made for the text of the report of the.; Management

Survey Team. The secretariat called attention to the Secretary-General-1 s sub

mission,on the report, which had already been distributed at Headquarters and

discussed at the General Assembly. The full report was an internal administra

tive document meant only for the Secretary-General. On the insistence of

members, the secretariat undertook to make available the text of the Secretary-

General's submission which had already been distributed at Headquarters.

24- The FAO observer raised the question of participation in debate by persons

in the same category as himself. Attention, was .called to the Commission's ■

rules of procedure i.'hich authorized observer participation in general-discussions,

The secretariat added that in practice first opportunity was accorded to member

States in participation in the debates. ., ...

25. The secretariat informed the Committee of arrangements being considered

for programming, review and appraisal of economic activities during the Second

Development Decade. These arrangements required action at various levels —

national, multinational and regional. Member. Statess with the help of UNDP

country representatives should avail themselves of facilities and assistance

placed at their disposal by the United Nations system under the' leadership of

Resident Representatives. It was expected that the ffegiohal economic commis

sions would play an active role in the planning, reviev/ and appraisal of re

gional projects in co-operation with the rest of the United Nations system.

26. An inventory of existing social.and economic statistical indicators "and

the international, agencies responsible for collecting and processing them was

being, compiled. /.In ECA it was felt that information was lacking on income

distribution,, balance .of payments, prices for all types of commodities,

employment and'unemployment, and the main aggregates of national accounts

estimates. These limitations and the quality and timelessness of statistical
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information were to be discussed at the 7th session of the Conference of

African^Statisticians in Dakar.later in the year. The African Conference

of African Planners would also examine problems connected with these items

in 1972 and the demographic aspects would be further examined by the Con

ference of African Demographers this year.

27- In. the relationship between the secretariat and other agencies, it was

felt that closer links" needed to be forged and that .an arrangement similar

to that of the joint ;i!CA/FAO Division might be envisaged as facilitating
and encouraging more effective and productive co-operation. The secretariat

suggested that already the Annual Survey of Economic Conditions contained a

considerable amount of the material which might be needed first to provide

a basis for programming, and later, for reviewing and appraising economic

performance. The Committee emphasized the need for close co-operacion

between regional commissions and UNDP, as well as with the United Nations

specialized agencies. This was felt necessary in order to avoid wasteful

duplication and to promote harmonization at all levels. The Committee

wondered whether sufficient arrangements had been made to relate the secret

ariat's activities to the forthcoming global UNIDO and UNCTAD meetings.

Such support activities, it was felt, would help ECA to serve the region in

its relation with the rest of the world more effectively and also provide- an

effective instrument for collective action by African States. It was further-

suggested that the problem of co-operation within the. United Nations, family .

was so complex that perhaps co-operation of the OAU at the United Nations

through the African Group would be another way of getting collective African ■ •
action. It was felt that caution should be exercised in referring ECA matters
and decisions to the Conference of OAU Heads of State. It was feared that
it might stir up a reaction at the United Nations that, a United-Nations organ
was being turned into an arm or an instrument of a non-United Nations body.

28. The secretariat pointed out that under the arrangements being made by
various international bodies as well as by bilateral donors, it seemed that
a large number of survey and review and evaluation missions might be descending
on countries increasingly in the future. Already the World Bank was recruiting
a large staff which would be responsible for survey, review and evaluation
missions. UNDP. was planning programming missions and had decided to take
account of reports prepared by the World Bank Group. This meant that the UNDP
might not always organize its own missions for survey, review and evaluation.
On the other hand bilateral donors would continue to send missions and the
United Nations specialized agencies, using the examples of the Indicative World
Plan of FAO, the employment programme of ILO and the activities under the new
population programme might mount an increasing number of missions.

29. The problem posed by this development for African governments was- that
their under-staffed civil service might be over-taxed if not overwhelmed by a
flood of visitors. It was necessary, therefore, for individual African Govern
ments to set up machinery to screen proposals for missions and to enable them
to be more selective in the consideration and acceptance of aid. The Committee
discussed this problem at length and felt that this issue was fundamentally
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the concern of member-States in view of the fact that these missions were

sometimes requested while others, although not requested, were not rejected

by them. It was pointed out by some delegations that the peculiar economic'

situation in different countries and the desire to obtain technical and

financial assistance for carrying out projects sometimes made it necessary

for them to receive these missions. However, the dangers of excessive mis

sions, Survey and Evaluation "teams"were well recognized by members of the -

Committee and it was suggested that perhaps a document" might be prepared by

the Secretariat to provide some guidance to member States in tackling the . ,

difficult problems encountered' in the creation of effective national machinery,

for the- handling of all aid.

30. Tfte Committee requested the Executive Secretary to explain the precise, .

forms of assistance the secretariat would be in a position to give'to member .

States in coping with the problems of preparation for discussions and co

operation with survey review and evaluation missions. The secretariat indicated

that, its Planning Advisory Service was already providing some assistance which

it hoped would be strengthened by the activities of the TJMDATs. Furthermore,

the ECA secretariat Survey Unit had accumulated material which could .be drawn

upon for the preparation of annual national economic surveys. Moreover, the

KCA Unit was helping to prepare such surveys and was providing advisory and .

training services to member States. The secretariat further stated that

closer co-operation between the documentation services of member States and

the secretariat would help to improve the coverage and quality of the annual

Survey of Economic Conditions in Africa and increase the value of the assis

tance which the secretariat could render to member States.

31. The secretariat added that aid had become a very complicated business

and unless due care was"1 taken proposals and offers by'donor institutions might

divert attention from national objectives. Moreover,-foreign experts in

formulating plans and advising developing countries were not always competent

in reflecting the aspirations of the masses of the people. Often highly

advanced.planning techniques were irrelevant to prevailing conditions. The

secretariat uas of the opinion that some of the problems of developing countries

such as inflation caused by or aggravated by 'shortage of food and imports,

under-utiliaation of human resources and balance of payments difficulties did

not, seem amenable to treatment on the basis of theories formulated in developed

countries. Not all forms of aid benefited recipient countries". . For these

reasons d?t ;was felt desirable to foster independent action in decision-making

and implementation of schemes at the national level supported wherever possible
by a regional climate of thought and opinion.

32. The Committee recalled that the Strategy for Africa in the 1970s had ■

already :set out the objectives which individual African countries might volun

tarily-adopt. Planning machinery of the African governments and some other

suitable/national organ, alone could determine the relationship between in

dividual countries and donor institutions. At the level of sub-regional co-;

operation, perhaps some multinational decisions might be taken.
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'33. A representative of an observer agency pointed out that some missions

were paid for by recipient countries. The decision, to accept or refuse a'

mission was a purely domestic affair but some countries allowed themselves
to be influenced by;;the belief that foreign missions "helped to generate

credit and funds for-financing development projects "and programmes,, He

endorsed the idea that within Governments, the processes for handling aid

would-need to be harmonized and that that could be"helped by. multinational

harmonizing of objectives in sub-regional activities.

'Implementation of the, work programme

34-' Introducing the.item on the implementation of the work programme of the

Commission, the secretariat called attention to two important problems - firstly

on the staffing situation, and secondly on shortage of funds,

35- ■ On the staffing position attention was called to the 1970 United Nations

"Administrative Kac^tg^macJtSurvey Team report which reoommended an increase in'

professional staff from"142"to 160. This was 18 posts above the 1970 authorized
establishment. It also recommended an increase in General Service posts from
'242 to 259 or 17 above the 1970 authorized establishment. These increases; '
according to the report, had not all materialized since headquarters'had been
able to allocate only 7 professional and 5 General Service posts. The .remain-
ing-posts would be filled when the secretariat used up existing vao^cies. \

36,- The second problem concerned advisory services to member Governments which
•were in danger of curtailment because regional adviser posts had not been ?'
filled due to shortage of funds. In 1970 there were 39 Regional Adviser posts
of^which 32 were under the United Nations'-regular pro-gramme, 2. from United '""'"'
Nations Fund for Population Activities and 5 from"UNIDO. Of these posts only
24 were filled because of shortage of funds. Now, in 1971, there were a total
of: 31 Regional Adviser posts of which only 23' had'been filled - 19 under the ■
United Nations regular programme, 1 from UN3PA and 3 from UNIDO - a reduction
in 1971 of 8 Regional Advisers over the previous year, due to a reduction in
the allocation of funds under the regular programme of -echnical assistance"

-'from-US$240, 000 to-US3596, 000 as of January 1970, as well as to changes in
status;;(from associate to full membership in the Pension Fund Scheme. 5V>r 1971
the contemplated increase in salary in July, it*Was "reported, might result in '
a deficit of US$58,631 under the United Nations regular programme of technical
assistance (excluding the rouble allocation) unless the number of'regional
advisers was reduced by two. This, of course, would necessitate curtailment
in services provided by Regional Advisers.

37. Commenting upon these, members of the Committee wished to know what plans
were envisaged to counteract the expected deficit so as not to reduce the
number of staff which was, already not adequate for the programme to be carried
by ECA; as well as methods that could be devised in order to enable tho ECA
to utilize its rouble allocation. Could the EGA reduce its programme of con
ferences and advisory services so as to conserve resources in manpower and
finance; could the roubles be exchanged for gold, and could they be utilized in
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other .countries quoting, roubles? Could more, conferences be: held at ECA head

quarters in Addis Ababa .to save money? A .member of. the Committee pointed out

that..the ECA secretariat .had produced a programme of. work and priorities, which

was based upon resolutions of the Commission. These-projects must now bei rer-

lated to the resources" at" the disposal of the secretariat. The.lSxecutive;

Committee was faced with a management problem and it.^should como out with. -.

concrete recommendations as to how to increase- the resources of the. secretariat

so as to' enable it to' cope, with its programme, of work.,.. A gap wbjs developing-

between the desires of Governments and ECA:s ability to meet the need of its

member States. Delegates recommended that ECA should not try to do.everything

by itself, but should promote the establishment of local institutions "to'^cope

with individual problems with the assistance of international-organizations,

.and-.institutions. . _ , . .,, . ... ■ ,■ :;.:;,.;.

38. The ILO observer stressed the need for ECA collaboration with the speciali

zed agencies in programme.planning and implementation. This, he said, had „been

going on.satisfactorily.. and must continue. But greater; clarification in:the

work.programme should indicate, the nature and extent-of .such co-operation. -.- ,

39. The. secretariat introduced the programme of-missions, trade promotion and

symposia, and meetings and conferences. . . . -. r

40. With regard to .meetings,"attention was drawn to:the faot that since .the

tenth session 9 meetings^ 3 training courses, 4 seminars and 20 field missions

had been organized by the secretariat. For the whole of -1971j 36 meetings,

14L" training courses, '8 seminars ;and 2 study tours were expected to take place-.

It was suggested that the Executive Committee should concern itself with the .

outcome' of these activities, their impact and utility and, .if necessary, make,

suggestions for scaling down the number.of. these activities. " • :■ ■

41. The public administration programme was next presented to members, ofuthe

Executive Committee. " * .

42. At the ~eeting of the TecHhi'cal Committee of Expels, the -"ixecutive/. .

Secretary had sought and" received authority .to recast the Public Administration

programme. The reason "for the change in the whole area-of public administra

tion was due to the need for improvement in the following fields:

"(a) Development of senibr"."a&ministrators and professional, staff. : ■
'. r ■ - ' * -

(b) Management of public enterprises. ■ * . '

(c) Localization programme in accountancy arid chartered secretaryship
training. :

(d ) Improvement-of postal administrations.

(e) Administration of National.Development Programmes.
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43. The secretariat, after 10 years of attempting to advise Governments on

their public administration systems and of evaluating its own programme in

this area had come to realize that the problem could best be seen from two

vantage points - from the English and f^m the French, administrative

systems. African countries had inherited two basic traditions - Snglish and

French, This had led to the preparation of two different work programmes,

not ti.,peupe!ti\E,te the differences xnht^zdJ».&d. :from the-colonial ^period

but to.obtain gieatereffioiency by establishing the secretariat's activities

on firm and realistic bases, while cautiously introducing reforms so that

the concepts and practices in administration could progressively become truly

African.

44. To prepare the programme for English-speaking countriest the secretariat

had sent the Chief of the Public Administration Section to the various English-

speaking countries fjo that he could, identify their needs. On the basis of the

information collected, the secretariat had selected five projects. But these

projecte were not to be considered official until approved by the Technical

Committee of Experts which was to meet in 1972.

45. Ae far as the programmes for French-speaking countries was concerned, the

method adopted was basically the.same* The secretariat had analysed all re

quests received from the 22 French-speaking countries since 1962, and had thus

been able...to identify their needs and to prepare a "data sheet11 in respect of

each of them. The draft programme submitted to the Committee had been prepared

on the basis of the data sheet. It contained five projects the implementation

of which would take up to the end of the decade, and which reflected so to

speak the quintessence of these countries1 requirements=

46. However, the needs expressed in the past might have changed or the Govern

ments might have identified new priorities. The secretariat had therefore sent

to all States their respective data sheets, requesting that these be brought

up-to-date end returned by October 19711 so that a mission could "be sent to

discuss the draft v/ith the competent authorities and collect comments and in

formation in order to improve upon \f. in a final draft to be prepared by th"e!

secretariat, and submitted to the Technical Committee of Experts in 1972. -

47. The secretariat felt that the method adopted reflected the wish of the

Executive Committee to design the work programme according to the real needs

of the individual countries- It also thought that the emphasis on direct

assistance rendered to Governments reflected the concern expressed by the

Commission at the ninth session that the secretariat should become more

operational.

48. Commenting upon the Public Administration programme of the Commission,

members of the Committee, while praising the efforts of the Secretariat, felt

that it was somewhat delicate to draw a sharp distinction between French and

English administrative systems in so far as Africa was concerned. This, it

was urged, should not mean that both groups should continue to develop separate

systems. It should be possible for French-speaking and English-speaking
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African countries and, for that matter, countries formerly attached to Belgium,

to co-operate in the development of their public admixii.stro.tion systems and

to leam from one another. This was in the spirit of African unity. Resources

mast be pooled so that member Governments could learn what was best in each

system.

49. The points were also made that.even though-African coryitries were under

developed, there were degrees, of under-developnient. ECA programmes should

therefore take into account the degree oi\ development of the various countries.

Some countries would require different programmes; and refresher courses and

special training programmes should be designed to fit different categories of

administrative personnel. In programmes for public administration training in

French-speaking countries, undue emphasis had been placed on the legal aspects

-of administration. -It "appeared-more important under present circumstances .to

-emphasize training of businessmen and managerial personnel. For financial

administration, the French system depended on specialized schools. In order

to cope with the problems of development and aid and investment negotiations,;

it appeared necessary to provide some training in the techniques of planning

project evaluation and implementation.

50. Other points raised by members of the Committee concerned the possibility

of scaling down the number of conferences and harmonization and co-ordination

of meetings -to prevent duplication. The need to adapt the public administra

tion programme to the psychology and value systems of African peoples was also

..recommended.. It. was suggested that a basic problem of African Governments .

was their inability to implement development plans.. Emphasis on public admi

nistration - especially on key sectors - was what another member, of the Committee

considered to be needed in Africa.. It was also felt that the whole concept :of

-■Public Administration as an omnibus subject administered by a single department

..need to be re-examined so that suitable training programmes involving all.

departments of the Commission could be fashioned.,

_51. The ILO observer commented, that the internationa]. organizations could only

implement what countries asked them-to do so that the ;ork bein,* done by the

tfCA secretariat in developing an awareness of what Governments needed through

research reports and advisory services, had made it possible for other organiza

tions to offer, assistance in areas needed by African Governments... This had

brought up the urgent need of African Governments tc take into account social

aspects of development. This-gave rise, often, to political and other instabi

lity in the form of unemployment problems?etc. The co-operation of ECA and

the specialized agencies was therefore very important. The UNESCO observer,

said there1 were certain similarities^ so far as public administration was

concerned, between the ECA revised programme and the 1971"'-9T4 CAFRAD programme.

He.suggested the ECA Public Administration Section might collaborate with CAFRAD

in- implementing those programmes, especially when it came to organising meetings,

study groups, seminars; etc., so-as to provide co-ordinated assistance to member

States. . .
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52. Replying to the various points raised in connexion with this agenda item

"by members of the Committee and observers^ the secretariat began by referring

to a question on training of transport ££pnon*ists posed earlier. Training, of

transport economists and seminars on transport were organized under the pro

gramme of the Transport Section of the secretariat. There were transport

institutes in some countries such as Algeria and Togo;, and Gabon was interested

in establishing another which might be used as a sub-regional institute. The

secretariat also pointed out that attempt was being made to involve all depart

ments in the different training programmes now carried out but further efforts

in this direction required more resources.

53. The secretariat pointed out that the personnel of the Public Administra-.

tion Section had consisted almost exclusively of regional advisers. The re

duction in the number of regional advisers had been allowed in the Public

Administration Section in order to make provision for the recruitment of

additional professional staff who would handle the proposals already examined

by the Committee. The United Nations Public Administration system recognized

two types of personnel: those required.to strengthen the administration im

mediately - opex-type personnel, as well as persons needed to concentrate on

the intensive training of existing public service, personnel.

54» Referring to the question of non-convertible roubles, the secretariat

reported that it wp,g attempting to recruit personnel from the USSR7 and the

United Nations Headquarters had indicated that special funds might be provided

to cover the non-rouble: portions of their emoluments. It was pointed out that

this type.of financing limited selection of personnel and could not be regarded

as a desirable arrangement. The secretariat had been trying for 10 years to

provide assistance in public administration to African Governments. The advisers

specifically engaged for this purpose tended to be old fashioned in their

approach. Each adviser attempted to introduce the national systems with which

he was familiar which systems had been handed over from colonial times. This

had been found to constitute a waste of time and effort.

55- The secretariat shared the view of members of the Committee on the need

to avoid to perpetuating a division between English - and French-speaking

countries. It had formulated a programme based on an intimate loiowledge of

administrative systems in English-speaking countries. Under the leadership of

the Deputy Executive Secretary who had been the head of a public administration

institute in his own country, an attempt was being made to formulate a programme

responsive to the needs of French-speaking countries and valid within current

practices. The secretariat supported the proposal that public administration

institutes be created in individual countries and proposed that the methods

used in"fostering demographic and statistical institutes by the United Nations
might be followed.
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56. In response to the request for refresher courses for senior personnel,

the secretariat indicated that some of the seminars were intended to serve

that" purpose "but the. need to train junior personnel was very great. The

secretariat was co-operating with IDEP and United Nations Headquarters in

providing courses related to techniques of planning, evaluation of projects,

and review of performance. IDEP had special arrangements with the World Bank

as well.'as institutes attached to universities in organizing specialized

seminars and training courses. The various Divisions of the secretariat were

'offering1 assistance in financial and budgetary matters especially in supporting

the training activities of the Association of African Central Banks.

57- The secretariat called attention to the nature of the 20 missions which .

had been mounted during the year. It described them as an attempt on the part

of the secretariat to be operational, and stated that this provided an indica

tion of the growing capability of the secretariat to respond to specific re

quests from member States. .

58. Referring to the comments, on the number of meetings, the secretariat did

not consider that a moratorium on meetings would offer a practical, solution

to the problem before the Committee. Meetings flowed out of the resolutions

and decisions of the Commission and could be classified into three categories:

those providing facilities for negotiations, those providing opportunities for

training, and those helping in the formation of African opinion on regional

and global developments. If meetings were cancelled the funds saved in'this

way could not necessarily be placed at the disposal of the Commission, That
might mean a loss to the Region. Under present arrangements, member States

could turn down invitations to meetings which they considered irrelevant to

their needs; and if the response to an invitation was unsatisfactory the

secretariat would take necessary action to make alternative arrangements for

countries which needed the services originally intended. Moreover the secreta

riat doubted whether the holding of meetings outside headquarters Ynight help

to reduce expenses. Indeed, the results might be to the contrary.

59. In conclusion the secretariat took note of the proposal that special.

arrangements might be needed to assist countries which had inherited the Belgian

system of administration. But it felt that the association of those countries

with OCAM and the great similarity which existed, between the Belgian...and the

French systems perhaps justified concentration on the two basic traditions, in

Africa, namely French and English. " . " .. „. '

60. The secretariat had, as a policy, attempted to align its activities "to;

developments within the United Nations System. Apart from the special.relations

with FAO and ILO its Trade Division functioned as an arm of UNCTAD in' Africa.

The Industry Division functioned in a similar fashion in relation to UNIDO.'

The special status given to environmental problems and the population programme

in United Nations was reflected in the activities of the Natural Resources

Section and the Population Centre at ECA. The same might be said of the ILO

World Employment Programme. In this way African countries had been able to

keep in touch with global programmes and to foster a regional point of view.
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The suggestion that K!CA should co-operate with agencies within and without

the United Nations System indeed reaffirmed ECA practice. It would, however,

be helpful for African participants in conferences of other United Nations
bodies to call attention to the need of such bodies to co-operate with ECA.

61. A member of the Committee objected to the secretariat deciding to accept
or reject the proposals raised by the Committee and felt that if the .secretariat

continued to do so then there was no need for the Committee meetings to be held.
It was explained that the Committee had its mandate and authority to make
recommendations which the secretariat had to carry out.,

. . .■ X

■Activities at sub-regional level and multinational interdisciplinary development

advisory teams . ........

62. In introducing this item, the secretariat stated that, besides the-detach

ment of.secretariat staff to the sub-regional offices for extended periodsfor

the benefit of the multinational economic groupings in these areas, a;large

number of missions had also continued to reach these groupings at their:, own

request, in order to provide advisory services on such matters as listed.in,

documents E/CN.I4/ECO/28 and E/CN.I4/ECO/3I. In the course of contacts,.the
secretariat had with the multinational organizations, it was offered the

opportunity to assist some of them in taking measures to strengthen their.',

institutional machinery in the manner proposed by resolution 22l(X). ^.

63. The secretariat pointed out that document E/CN.I4/ECO/28 contained re
ference to progress in the establishment of multinational interdisciplinary-

development advisory teams (UNDATs). It had been reported by United Nations

Headquarters that the Central African team was among those making the.fastest

progress. In co-operation with the team leader and United Nations Headquarters,

candidates for 1971 vrere being selected^ and these should assume their res-1

.ponsibilities well before the end of the year. Similar arrangements were in
v hand to establish the West African team. General progress in this field might

be hampered, however, by the uncertainty that now surrounded the question of

finance, although the secretariat's views on the need for larger resources

per team had gained broad acceptance.

.64.- The document also indicated that certain trends that had been noticeable

in: economic grouping continued during the period. For instance, within • ••

existing organizations, it was clear that there would always be"ad_hoc group

ings of a few member States motivated by common interest. Thus,'in the Niger

River Basin Commission, it became clear during its Sixth Meeting last April
that it was impossible to arouse and sustain the interest of all the member

States in all projects. For instance, the Solar Energy Project was identified

as being of prime interest to the semi-arid "Sahel" countries; the fishery'
development 3cheme to Niger and Dahomey for the time being; and the Liptako-

Gourma integrated development scheme to only Upper Volta, Mali and Niger. -
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65, This point about lack of unanimous identity of interest was worth bearing

in mind, since the issue was one that was beginning to plague many African

groupings. Almost without exception, countries not interested in particular

schemes tended to display some impatience at having to examine in a full forum

the projects that only concerned a limited number of countries.' It was, how-

ever,- heartening to note that the Niger River Basin Commission? at its recent

meeting, took note that a formula needed to be devised for integrating the

various sectional interests within any multinational grouping.

66, Another trend that seemed to be disturbing some observers was the tendency

of new autonomous groupings to hive off from existing ones, or for members to

withdraw from existing organizations. Besides political factors, the problem

of equitable distribution"of integration gains and benefits had been the, root

cause. The secretariat was therefore happy to press on with its special study

of the problem, which would hopefully lead to appropriate policy decisions

and actions. The report of this study would later on be presented for discus

sion by the Executive Committee. To complete the picture of movements within

existing groupings, the secretariat observed that some countries had recently

joined old established technical groupings and that others were in the process

of associating themselves with political economic units-

67. The discussion which" followed* centred on the record of multinational

organizations' activities presented in document E/CN.I4/ECO/28, the progress
in the establishment of the UNDATs and their relations with the sub-regional

offices and the concept, of EGA1s strategy for economic co-operation in the

continent. Several members suggested factual amendments to the text of the

document. It was suggested that, rather than produce a few examples of multi

national co-operation activities during the period, it would be preferable

either to present' a general picture of such movements, or else to include a

comprehensive list of specific developments in an annex.

68. Some concern was expressed at the references to negative trends in economic

co-operation; on the other hand some members felt that sufficient stress had

not been laid on the weaknesses and shortcomings of economic co-operation

efforts in Africa, x'he secretariat explained that the efforts it had made to

obtain up-to-date information had, so far, met with only partial success.

This would explain why progress, report could not be made on this subject on

previous occasions. The extent to which the publication of such report depended

on an active co-operation of member States was described. Contrary to opinions

expressed by some members of the Executive Committee; the secretariat had been

conscious of the need to present a full picture of the progress made towards,

and the difficulties besetting, economic co-operation, as a first step towards

a deeper appreciation of the situation.. This was the reason why the reference

to problems had been made-in the document. The secretariat had not suggested

that all was well with economic co-operation in the region. On"the contrary,

it had explained to the Executive Committee at earlier meetings, some of the

obstacles to progress in this field in its reports on economic co-operation

missions to West and Central Africa.
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69. It was also suggested that the secretariat should include more information

on its involvement in the activities of the multinational groupings. The "

secretariat thereupon replied that such information as appeared in the .progress

report under discussion did, in fact, contain all such references. It was

again suggested that the secretariat should associate the OAU with the prqppsed

conference of multinational co-operation organisations to be held" in Abidjan

later this year. The secretariat explained that this was already being done

by the sponsor of the project (ADB) on the suggestion of ECA.

70. Several members spoke against duplication and competition between the ECA

sub-regional offices and the UNDATs. The wisdom in locating the UNDAT away

from headquarters of the ECA sub-regional offices was queried, and the secreta

riat explained that the main purpose was to ensure that the countries in each

sub-region received adequate technical assistance from these two sources. The

exact location of each team was decided upon, after consultation's with United

Nations Headquarters and the Governments concerned, taking account of the

availability of comparable services in the partner countries.

71. Several interventions dwelt on the need tbeSBif^ne' olearly. the terms of

reference of the UNDATs to ensure that they were fully committed.to the concept
of economic co-operation, that they did not operate at.cross purposes to the

ECA, and finally that they had a distinct role to play. The secretariat.re

cognized that there might be some dangers, but pointed out that the UNDATs

were designed to complement the efforts of the sub-regional offices and the

agencies. While budgetary limitations had prevented the posting of ECA staff

members to sub-regional offices, these offices had been .able to make a substan
tial contribution to the work of multinational groupings. This had been made

possible by the assignment of secretariat officials to the sub-regions for
long periods.

72. It was recognized that with the superior resources of the UNDATs they

would be at an advantage in comparison with the s.ub-regional offices. The

secretariat pointed out that ECA headquarters saw :to ,'it fthat, through careful

consultation with the Governments to be served by an .UHDAT1, through detailed

appraisal of their needs and the designing of appropriate programmes for them,
there was no divergence between the work of the UNDATs and the secretariat.

In the course of implementation, it was intended, in association with the
specialized agencies, United Nations Headquarters, and the Governments, to

review the programmes in.order to ensure that they fully satisfied the Govern- •
ments' needs. It was pointed out that though the terms of reference of the
UNDATs contained these objectives, it was only during implementation of the
scheme that the specific tasks would emerge clearly, By their very nature the
UNDATs could not offer the same degree of assistance in planning and project
development as was customarily available from country experts.
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73. One of the main tasks of the UNDATs would be to assist Governments in .

drawing.up their national development programmes with adequate regard-to the

needs of multinational co-operation and help governments to identify their

technical assistance requirements. They would also stress the need to'co-r

operate on the macro-scale with other experts," as well as with national

technicians, of the respective ministries and departments. Such assistanceiwas
bound to supplement what was available from other sources.

74. Doubt was expressed as to whether the African economic co-operation move

ment followed any clear conceptual direction and whether the secretariat had

tried to guide the movement within a recognized framework. The secretariat's

reply made reference to its earlier studies on economic co-operation and its

current analysis of criteria for measuring gains and losses in economic in- -

tegration processes. . The Executive Committee had already-requested the secreta

riat to undertake a study of the possibilities of rationalizing existing group
ings, and missions had been sent out for the purpose. In their submissions,■ ■'
these missions recognized.that many Governments preferred a pragmatic approach
which ranged from adjioc commodity arrangements, co-operation in development
of drainage areas, free trade areas and Customs unions, to participation in an
economic community. Though the duplications and certain other features of this
method were open to serious criticism, the Governments seemed to prefer, for
political and other practical reasons,to continue with most of them for the
time being. . ".

75- The secretariat observed that the use of;the sub-regions as a geographical
framework for economic co-operation was'' followed only when it proved suitable
for. particular partnership schemes, such as rice'development. In other instances,
different geographical areas of operation were adopted; e.g., development banking
and training of planners on a continental scale, transport schemes between two
countries or more, and river basin development projects on a smaller geographical
scale, but sometimes transcending sub-regional boundaries.

76, The need for talcing a fresh look at economic co-operation effort in Africa
was recognized and in this connexion^ reference was mada to document E/CN.I4/497

on 'Some Institutional Aspects of African Economic Co-operation' and to resolu
tion 22;L(X). The committee felt, however, that since previous secretariat
studies had not taken due cognizance of the political problems and issues in
volved in this whole question, it would be necessary to commission a special^
independent sivtdy - on lines similar to those,of the United Nations Capacity
Study •- to investigate the problem. . This would be of particular value during
the initial years of the Second United Nations Development Decade. A recommen
dation, to this effect was adopted. (For the text of ..the recommendation see page 3r
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Summary of Governments'. Replies to the Secretary-General;£.J

77• The above item was.introduced by the secretariat with a summary on the

trends emerging from the replies submitted by 16 couiitri.es- The countries

whose replies had been received at the time of preparing the. summary were :

Botswana, Ethiopia, France,-Ghana. Kenyaj.. .Libya: .lligei-., _Rwanda*. Senegal,

Somalia, Spain, Sudan, Togo, U/iR, United Kingdom and Upper Volta '■■ 13 member

States and three, associate member States* Since .the summary.,.report vws wit-

ten, an additional 6 country reports had been'received, .from CyntruA .African

Republic, Congo (k), Cameroon,..Madagascary;-Tunisia and Morocco . Replies of
the original 16 countries, had-been compiled and presented as Addendum 1 to

the Summary (E/CN.14/SCO/34)j-aud additional replies would constitute Adden
dum 2.

78. The trend clearly indicated

(a) The need forco—ordjLoating activities in Africa of the specialised
agencies and other international bodies such as UH>r: UNIIO and

IBRD and for establishing a consultative machinery for this co~

ordination.of xelating these to the work of ISCA*

(b) The need for -modifying: the present administrative and other ar
rangements at the United Nations Headquarters to p.vokl duplication

of efforts among international organizations in £er.eral ard bet

ween them and ECA in. particular.

(c) The gross inadequacyvand therefore the need for augmentation of
the present resources of the Commission for the vole it was ex

pected to play in relation to-the Second United Nations Development

Decade.

(d) Considering the..fact that ECA-as well as the speci^ g

operated at all levels..ECA migjit wish to cor-.ider concentrating

its activities on .such specific areas ae project planning, and

programming .-in. the.context of multinational, sub-regional and

regional co-.-operationc There was no objection to specialised

. agencies having regicual strucrtures different from thooc.of the Com

mission in-certain--areasK But in such fields as researc^i plan

ning and implementation of over-ill policies the HOA hccxl.quarters ■

might provide ■&. more-convenient venue for co-ordinatef?. action&

(e) The advisabiU_ty foi-specialized agencies to either establish re-
. gional offices at ECA headquarters or .establish join:!; divisions

with, or post-senior-officers-to;. the Commission .in order to fa-"'
. cilitate joint consultation, plan end programme cc-ordination and

to ensure representation of'the African viawpcizri- in relation to

. the programmes.of these, global organizations;
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(f) The need for EGA to be closely associated with, and be the major ._' ..
co-ordinator at the regional level of, the activities of the spe

cialized and operating agencies.

(g) The need for the recently created regional bureaux of UWDP to evolve
concrete methods of cooperation with the "regional commissions.

(h) The advisability of holding biennial meetings of UNDP representa
tives and directors in Africa at ECA headquarters for purposes of

consultations and co-ordination.

(i) The need for greater and continued co-operation between ECA and
OAUf other inter-governmental and non-governmental organizations

and the regional development banks was desirable and shoald be

encouraged.

79. Following the secretariat's presentation, members of the Committee made
various comments on the reports themselves, on the summarized version, and
representatives of some of the governments which had not yet submitted their
replies indicated verbally their governments' views and attitudes to the var
ious questions contained in the Secretary-General!s questionnaire. The dis
cussions, questions and comments on the subject could be summarized as. fol

lows:

(a) Governments1 replies represented their genuine concern for reco

gnizing the important role of ECA in African development and they

should be forwarded to the Secretary-General.

(b) ECA needed to decentralize its activities and to emphasize sub-

regional planning and programming.

(c) In the interest of accelerated economic development it was felt

necessary to urge the nee-l to initiate arrangements to enable ECA

to undertake operational activities.

(d) Even thou^i governments accepted that responsibility for develop

ment rested entirely with them, they appreciated the complementary

but significant role of bilateral and international aid. The Com

mittee held the view that SCA should be associated with programming

particularly aVthe'-^b-regianal'.and regional levels. It had a spe

cial role in the tackling of sub-regional programmes and co

ordination of effort involving the distribution of United Nations

assistance, Norld Bank Group and national donor agencies..

(e) The assistance which the Commission had already given to certain
member States in the formulation of national development plans was

recognized. But it was pointed out that it would be necessary to

have officials of ECA associated with the co-ordinating role of
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Resident Representatives in connexion .;ith bilateral and inter

national assistance. It was emphasized that the Commission was

in a particularly good position to deal with sub-regional and re

gional developments.

(f) It was felt that the establishment of joint Divisions between

ECA and the specialized agencies would facilitate the co-ordination

of effort at least within the United Nations system, that officials

of the secretariat should participate as frequently as possible in

meetings of specialized agencies and APB. Such an arrangement, it

was suggested, would facilitate sub-regional co-operation.

(g) The Committee insisted that ECA should intensify its assistance at

the sub-regional level through the Multi-disciplinary teams. This

was felt to" be of particular value because of the experience which

3CA had already accumulated during 12 years of its existence.

(h) It was stated that Madagascar was not adequately provided for in

the current sub—regional arrangements and that it was necessary

to establish a new' sub-region with its headquarters in Tananarive.

(i) The Jackson Report, had not dealt with the role and functions/ of the

regional commissions. The Executive Committee at its previous'meet

ings had taken a clear stand on this issue and had forced its de

mands on the attention of 3C0S0C. The request of the Secretary-

General had demanded the views of African Governments and thes? had

confirmed the importance which individual States attached to the * *_

Work of ECA. The Committee needed to reiterate its views on"i;he- °"'

need to strengthen regional commissions and to decentralize their1 JIX

activities.

(j) The need for ECA and the other regional commissions to participate

in the meetings of ACC at headquarters or to "be associated with

them was pointed out.

(k) Even though some specialized agencies had regional offices in

Africa it appeared that most decisions continued to be taken at

"Agency headquarters. The practice fostered disparate African'1/

views and approaches which were not conducive to harmonious de

velopment . It could be considered as evidence in favour of the

establishment of joint divisions — between Agencies and ECA —

effective decentralization of-decision-making and activities from

the headquarters of global Agencies.

(l) The Committee welcomed the relationship which was developing bet
ween the new Agencies such as UNIBO, UNCTAP, the United'Nations

Fund for Population Activities and the Environmental Pollution

Centre and expressed the wish that such relationship would be fos

tered along the right lines to enable the regional commissions to

function as if they were the regional arms of such institutions.
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(m) It was reognized that most specialized agencies were autonomous

bodies with their own' legislative organs. A pratical approach

would be to seek co-operation from such agencies rather than to

attempt to compete with or to replace"them- Some members felt

that ECA could,in the future,go into such fields as transport,

the application of science and technology to development and mi

neral resources which were not fully covered by the specialized

and operating agencies.. In these fields, the secretariat should

define clear working relations with the relevant divisions of the

Department of Economic and Social Affairs at Headquarters.

(n) Seven African countries which were members of ECOSOC had submitted

replies to the questionnaire and should be encouraged to support

the points of vie.w presented in the summary of the replies submit—

ted by TCCA member States at the next session of ECOSOC when the /
matter would be discussed. ..They were also enjoined to press for-

a separate budgetary allocation for the regional commissions. It

was also suggested that African member States should support the

collective opinion of the Commission at the various bodies of the

United Nations, including the Economic and Social Council and the

General Assembly.

(o) It was finally agreed that all.discussions on this item as well

as the views of governments should be' forwarded to the Secretary-

General.

80. The Executive Secretary conveyed the following information to the meeting

to indicate the trend in efforts to draw the regional conimissions more fully

into the activities of the United Nations system:

(a) The Secretary--General had established an infcrmal body — meeting of

the top echelon — to provide him an opportunity to exchange views

with the Executive Secretaries of the regional economic commissions;

(b) An Advisory Panel to the Administrator of UNDP has been established

and the Executive Secretaries have been invited to serve on it;

(c) The regional.commissions have been invited to be represented either

by their Executive. Secretaries or their secretariat representatives

at recent pre-ACC meetings;

(d) The Executive Secretaries have recently been invited to global

meetings of UKDP Resident Representatives and the idea of meetings

to include the Resident Representatives, representatives of spe

cialised agencies at the regional and sub-regional levels is still

being examined;.
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(e) . Early.this year the;:,Executive Secretary-met the. Deputy Adminis

trator, .of "UKDP >*o~iati_onjg_ other., .thing's:indicated that regional'■"■ >-T;

commissions could: ;

(i). help in country - i>rogramm"ingi ' .' . " . t ' '... .,.'..,

(ii) play a; special .role in regar.d',t'o"interr-country- prbj.epts. pos-fr'.'

ilin .coilaboration..with"three., or four 'ui^P-jRes,id"eriV'Re^;V. '
tti tb intdnd charged with the resppnsipresentatiyes to;be appointed-and charged with the .resppnsi—.,-

bility for inter-country projects,.and programmes;., ...... - . -.

(iii) under special-1 arrangements with the EQAand.OTG regional.

missions might be entrusted with- the<execution:of projects.-,

within their competence and'in-appropriate cases. ."■■.■..:'

'."•■ ', rM

■■'■ J.. ■■,.!. .1".

•*.!.:■:•. t -i^
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Relations "between-the Commission and the Organization of African Unity,

United Nations bodies^ and various International Organizations

81. The secretariat stated that resolution 19l(ix) had requested that

relations between the Commission and United Nations bodies and various inter

national organizations be included as one of the subjects for future considera

tion by the Conference of Ministers. In compliance with that resolution, -'

document "E/CN.I4/INF/5O had been prepared by the secretariat on relations with
international organizations and their activities relevant to economic and

social development in Africa.

82. The secretariat informed the Executive Committee that it had undertaken

a number of activities in co-operation with other United Nations agencies, inter

governmental and non-governmental organizations as well as with the OAU, and

gave the following examples of such activities undertaken during the biennium

1969 - 1971.

83. The co-operation between the secretariats of ECA and PAO had resulted in

an agreement for the formulation and implementation of a single United Nations

programme for agricultural development in Africa; the preparation of sub-

regional studies on intra-regional co-operation and trade in agriculture cover

ing west, east, central and north Africa; the establishment of a West African

Rice Development Association which could be regarded as a model for co-operation

in other agricultural development activities; and the promotion of a livestock

production programme for the African region. There was also close working

relationship with UNIDO in the field of investment promotion and the preparation

of studies on specific industrial projects; co-operation with the Centre for

Development Planning, Projections and Policies at United Nations Headquarters

in field studies and in the preparation of reports on economic co-operation

for industrial development in the west and east African sub-regions.

84. With regard to ECA's housing development programme, reference was made to
co-operation between the ECA secretariat and the Centre for Housing, Building and

Physical Planning at United Nations Headquarters, WHO, FAO, WMD and UNICEF.

85. Referring to the problems of education and manpower training, the

secretariat stated that efforts had been made to seek the active participation

of UNESCO, ILO, WHO, PAO and IDEP, on a regular basis, in manpower development

activities. The present trend was directed towards co-operating with specific

United Nations agencies in the formulation, design and implementation of

agreed programmes. At the technical level, efforts were being made to establish

closer working relations with UNESCO offices in Nairobi and Dakar and with

the ILO Regional Office in Addis Ababa.

86. Close working relationships had also been established with the OAU in

organizing joint meetings to harmonize African positions on issues which the
secretariat had adopted for consideration with various UNCTAD bodies. Examples
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of co-operation with United Nations agencies and other international organiza- .

tions were given in respect of ECA's programmes in science.and technology,

statistical development, transport, communication and tourism, natural

resources as well as the African population programmes. Reference.was also

made to the assistance provided to • he secretariat, on "bilateral technical

assistance basis, by various Governments and organizations of the more advanced,

countries in order to augment the very limited resources of the secretariat.

87. In conclusion, the secretariat stated that while the objectives of-various
activities undertaken by the secretariat could be achieved by concerted effort

and co-ordination with other United Nations agencies, there was still some

concern among certain agencies over questions of jurisdictional competence.

Such concern was gradually giving way to a recognition of the need for more

effective co-ordination of programmes in fields of mutual interest where joint

programming as well as urgent and concerted action were required for achieving

the best results for the African region.

88. During the discussions which followed; some members of the Committee
observed that the secretariat's report on its relations with international

organizations including the specialized agencies should have included concrete

proposals for establishing more effective co-ordination in Programme formula

tion and implementation with these bodies in order to avoid duplication or
overlapping,

89. The secretariat explained that the document presented covered differant . ..
aspects of co-operation with the United Nations specialized agencies, bilateral

donors and other international organizations. Proposals for more effective
co-ordination had not been included in the report,, because previous meetings ■

of the Executive Committee had already examined the issue and. recommended the

decentralization of some of the activities of United Nations organs to the

ECA secretariat and the establishment of a more effective system of co-ordination
of development activities.

90- The secretariat also drew attention to the present practice of co-ooeration
with the specialized agencies and referred particularly "to the following"types
of arrangements:

(i) the assignment of Liaison Officers of some United Nations
specialized agencies to the secretariat of the Commission;

(ii) the establishment of joint divisions; and

(iii) the formulation and implementation of joint work programmes
between the secretariat and the various United Nations specialized
and other agencies.
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However, the secretariat pointed out that while the assignment of Liaison
Officers could be regarded as a useful arrangement, such a system did not
provide the most suitable machinery for the type of effective co-ordination .-

required. Not only were the functions and responsibilities of the Liaison

Officers United by the nature of their assignment, they also did not possess

the necessary authority and the" staff for the formulation of a unified pro
gramme between their"respective agencies and"the Commission. The secretariat -
further -explained that although the establishment' of joint divisions might have
the advantage of reducing areas of over-lapping or duplication, it did not

necessarily imply that such an arrangement would provide a unified work
programme, unless there was definite agreement for that purpose between the
secretariats of the two organizations as was the case with the ECA/FAO Joint
Division of Agriculture. There was therefore considerable advantage in

adopting a system whereby the secretariat and each of the United Nations
specialized agencies operating in Africa could formulate and implement a
unified-work programme in the area of activity for which each agency is respons

ible arid within an agreed overall development objective. However, the-reports- ■
of the secretariat to the Executive Committee would, in future, indicate
the progress achieved, or otherwise, "in its efforts to establish more effective
arrangements for co-ordination with the United Nations specialized agencies.

91. The representative of UNESCO explained the 'role :of his Organization in
Africa and enumerated examples of areas in which that organization had given its

co-operation to the ECA secretariat. He informed the Committee that UNESCO
was prepared to consider concrete proposals by the ECA for closer co-ordination

in programming and programme implementation.

92. The representative of ILO also explained the activities of his organisation
with examples of co-operation already established with the ECA secretariat. He
felt that some measure of decentralization from the Headquarters organisations

of the United Nations and the specialized and other agencies to their field
units would result in better arrangements for co-ordination.

93. In response to questions raised by some members of the Committee m
connexion with the possibilities of obtaining bilateral technical assistance

from the advanced countries to individual governments requesting such assistance

through the ECA, the secretariat explained that if a definite request was- re

ceived from a member State the secretariat would endeavour to facilitate the
necessary arrangements with a prospective donor country or organization. Most
of the bilateral technical assistance received by the secretariat, so far, had
been made available to enable the secretariat to implement some of its wor:-:

programmes approved at the Commission's sessions.'-

94. A member drew attention to paragraphs 40 and 41 of document //
and suggested that, in future, details should be given in the secretariat's
reports on assistance received from governmental and non-governmental organiza

tions. The secretariat replied that this would be done.
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95* In answer to another question regarding co-operation with the International

Telecommunicatiohs Union (ITU), mentioned in paragraph 29 "of E/CN.14/iNF/5Or
the■secretariat explained that the Executive Secretary of'-ECA and the . ■

Director-General of ITU would hold discussions shortly1 to work out -suitable

arrangements for closer co-operation. ■■:.:■■ .. .. ■

96. After thanking the Administrative Secretary-General of the Organization

of African Unity and, through their representatives, -the Heads ofrState-and

Government who had congratulated him on his appointment, Mr* Coo Kingue^, the

Director of UNDP Regional Bureau for Africa, said he had always thought the

issue of co-operation between the Economic Commission for Africa-and the other

United Nations, organizations is an issue of the utmost importance« He was,

sure that if those organizations co-operated on the understanding .that .their

several activities were complementary,' there would still be much work for

ECA to do within the scope of its terms of reference. In his opinion;, the

first requirement was that governments should define in unequivocal terms, what

ECA stood for or should stand for, as far as the African States were concerned,

with due regard to the role of OAU especially in social and economic matters.

The Committee would therefore be rendering the ECA and the OAU a great service

if it were to convince African Governments of the need for such clarification.

Nevertheless, the fact that there was no clear definition of ECA's role, vis-a

vis those -of the set of other institutions and organizations involved in the

promotion of the development process in Africa, was no justification for

sitting on- the fence.

97 • As< regards the oft-repeated wish that. ECA should play a-greater; operation

al.role, he thought one of the main hurdles to -be cleared was ECA. itself,. One

of the: main.reasons why the specialized agencies were described as- "UNDP

Participating and Executing Agencies" was that they had vast experience•in

their fields of competence. Full responsibility for the.implementation- of

any.UNpP programme meant that they were capable of assuming the intellectual

orientation"of the related projects. This probably explained why the programme

had to be implemented by only those organizations judged to be competent ■'■

■enough to do so* ■ ': ■ ■ ' " : ■

98. Replying to a question from a delegation which- sought clarification on

a given point, Mr. Doo Kingue said that the UNDP project for Africa-from..

1972 to 1976, on the basis of indicative planning figures represented 30.5 per

cent of the total, while the percentages for Asia and the Far East were 27 per

cent,,21.4 for Latin America and 21.2 for Europe, the Mediterranean and the

Middle'East. In terms of resources for on-going projects, Africa's share- in

1970 represented 39 peir cent. The failure or success of UNDP operations, in

Africa would therefore' seriously affect the reputation of the Programme as

a whole as well as the willingness of developed countries to assist Africa.

The closest co-operation of all the parties interested in the advancement of

economic and social development in ihe African countries was therefore of para

mount importance.
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99* The problem of co-operation between Regional Economic Commissions and

UNDP was fully examined at a meeting held in January in New York which was

attended by the Executive Secretaries-of these Commissions and the Deputy

Administrator of UNDP. Mr. Doo Kingue had the feeling that UNDP would not

object to Regional Economic Commissions executing projects if the United

Nations made such a recommendation. The United Nations was recognized by

UNDP as a Participating and Executing Agency and since the Regional Economic

Commissions were part of the United Nations; it was the responsibility of

the latter to take the necessary steps at its own headquarters.

100. He recalled the fact that during the past few' years, UNDP had been

co-operating not only with ECA, but also with other regional and sub-regional

bodies such as the African Development Bank, the East African Community, the

organizations concerned with the development of river and lake basins, etc.,

and made it clear that he intended to develop such 'co-operation, if that was

the wish of the African Governments concerned.

101. Some members of the Committee emphasized the need for UNDP to attach a

senior official to the ECA secretariat to liaise with that office in the

preparation of the Commission's regional, sub-regional and other multinational

programmes; especially as there was a general feeling among member States that

the Commission's programmes for economic co-operation did not receive adequate

attention and support from the UNDP. Furthermore, the attachment of a senior

UNDP official to the ECA secretariat would facilitate a more meaningful assess-'

ment of the proportion of total UNDP resources to be earmarked for implementing

regional and other multinational programmes in the African continent. The

argument that the ECA secretariat did riot possess the necessary competence

to provide intellectual direction for regional and other development programmes

was untenable in that, given the appropriate levels of staff and financial

resources, and the goodwill of all concerned/ the Commission were bound to

be able not only to satisfy the developmental needs and aspirations of member

States in a more concrete way" but also achieve more tangible returns to its

effort at both regional and sub-regional levels. There would then be no

justification in unnecessarily confining the role of the Commission's secret

ariat as at present to narrow limits and for excluding it from serving as a

major executing or co-ordinating agency for UNDP-financed regional and/or

other multinational programmes* - -

102. Some members of the Committee also drew attention to the fact that the

regional economic commissions were established to deal with the development

problems peculiar to their respective regions and that, over the years, the

secretariats of these commissions had accumulated considerable information

and knowledge of their respective regions' which should make it possible and,

perhaps, more economical for them to undertake more extensive'operational

activities, than they are doing at the'moment. ' : '
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103. With regard to the level of resources allocated to the various regions,

several members felt that the 30 per cent of UNDP funds earmarked for the

African region did not appear to take into account the fact that the highest

ratio of least developed among developing countries was to be found in the - -

African continent, and it was necessary therefore to review the system of al-

location so that a greater percentage of UNDP resources could be placed at ■

the disposal 'of the region where the need was greatest. Furthermore, the /

formula adopted by the UNDP for the allocation of funds for individual country

programmes,, on the basis of the Indicative Planning Figures (IFF), appeared to
be biased.against those countries which had started late in their national

planning and programming activities. On the question of the-15 per cent - 18
per cant allocation of UNDP funds for regional programmes: members suggested

that a formula shou?.d be worked out which would ensure that the regional ■ ■

economic commissions, whose resources were at present very inadequate, were

not placed at a disadvantage vis-a-vis other United Nations agencies which .

had comparatively much larger resources at their disposal.

104- It was also suggested by some members that serious consideration should

be given by the UNDP to the question of Africanizing up to about 75 per cent

of the posts in its Africa Bureau as well as those of the resident represen

tative posted to the region.

105. In reply, the representative of the UNDP stated that the suggestion made

by members of the Executive Committee for the appointment of a senior UNDP

official, for attachment to the ECA secretariat, would be carefully considered.

On the question of expanding the present functions of the Commission's

secretariat to enable it serve as an executing agency, he explained that where

the United Nations were designated executing agency for U1TDP projects, it was

the responsibility of the United Nations Headquarters ( and not that of the
UNDP) to decide which branch of its Secretariat would be responsible for

implementing such projects. The ECA should therefore direct its representa

tions on this issue to the Department of Economic and Social Affairs at United

Nations Headquarters cf which the ECA secretariat was an integral part.

106. Regarding the formula adopted for allocating UNDP funds for country and

regional programmes, the UNDPISapreHEntative drew attention to the Consensus

of the UNDP Governing Council formulated in 1970 and suggested thai; it would

be more appropriate for the African members of the Governing Council to raise

objections during their attendance at their biennial sessions on behalf of

the African region. He also said that ECA should not claim the exclusive use

of funds earmarked for regional projects, since they too might result from

regional ministerial conferences convened by the specialized agencies-

107. Referring to the questions of the proposed 75 per cent of Africanization

of the UNDP Regional Bureau for Africa as well as the posts of Resident Rep

resentatives, the UNDP observer said that although he did not consider it

advisable for the offices of the Resident'Representatives and the UNDP Regional
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Office for Africa to employ exclusively African personnel, he would try to

achieve a greater degree of Africanization in those offices. He hoped

that Governments, and also the members of the Committee, would help him to

find suitable African candidates•

108. In conclusion, he promised to take a keen interest in matters of

co-operation between the UWDP and ECA on the one hand as well as between

the UNDP and OAU on the other.

109. The Committee felt strongly about Africanization. This did not imply-

any lowering of United Nations standards of quality in making appointments.

The aim was to find qualified Africans, and that was an issue on which the

Committee felt very strongly,
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Preparation for the fifty-first session of the Economic and Social Council -

110; The Executive Secretary stated that the secretariat was establishing

a tradition of submitting in advance documents which were,to be considered-■

by EC0S0C There was first document E/CN. 14/519 which ,.was a .summary-.of.the
Report of the Commission covering the period since the last session.,.; Then

there-v;as''document E/CN.14/520 which was the usual summary of-economic con

ditions in Africa 1970. . In view of the important, stage which had been ,.1 - /.

reached with'the United Nations programme of action-, in the field of' applica

tion of science and technology to the development of developing countries;a

note and & memorandum were also prepared. ■ ....■::

111. It was observed that the statement made in paragraph 19 of document!--- .

E/CN. 14/520 was rather defeatist in its attituder and should be modified
in the light of the efforts being made by the petroleum—exporting countries.

The-secretariat agreed that the comment was rather-timid and promised to,

correct it-in its statement to ECOSOC in July. 1 ..

112'.i:It' was pointed out that no mention of solar energy had been made in the
documents despite the fact that a resolution had been passed to that effect.'

at the meeting of the Niger River Basin Commission in Cotonou." It -was =.--.

added that Niamey could become a regional centre for solar energy and the

secretariat was requested to interest itself in the results of the solar

energy project in Niger. In replyf it was pointed out that UNDP"had taken-; ■

over the project r but it appeared that on approaching or reaching the invest

ment stage', it had not been able to go any further. ■ " . . ■ -

113. In'reply to a question, the secretariat explained-that Rhodesia-was

included in the 46 developing countries of Africa, and that "other Africa"- :

referred to Mozambique, Namibia, Rhodesia and Angola.

114« As to whether it was proposed to continue with the annual issue of\ >"■

the'"economic survey,, the secretariat pointed out that this annual production

was a very important discipline for its stafff and a valuable guide to African

countries and interested industrialists- The practice of issuing the document

annually would continue. •

115. It was mentioned that the Boss study had been promised for'March but

had not yet been received. The synthesis of the. different portions had.been

submitted for discussion by the MaghrebE and as soon as the complete study.-,

was available it would be distributed. . ■■ ■ *.•

116. In connexion with the World Plan of Action, the secretariat reported.-

that' last year the General Assembly had approved certain proposals for.the. '

Second United Nations Development Decade which were primarily-indicative;, ■. - .-

Early this yearr one sector of that indicative Second Development Decade

Plan was elaborated and published in a document entitled "Science and

Technology for Development Proposals in the Second United Nations Develop

ment Decade." The resolution and the recommendation which led to the World
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Plan of Action had in mind that the United Nations should take the initiative

to elaborate this ..world; plan of action and Jhe level of projects which could,

actually be carried out r and that this should be an additional contribution

in a very critical area. This would be an innovation on the United Nations

practice of producing.indicative, plans. The World; Plan of-Action had been

completed and the global document:was now being printed at Headquarters.

Volume If which had been receivedr contained provisions for action:to create

institutions and .infrastructure to support-'research. programmes in.certain

areasc and also to promote the development of technological manpower in. nine

sectors altogether. The global document would be further elaborated into

regional plans by the regional economic commissionst tand the regional plans,

for the African region were expected to be ready for presentation to the

Advisory Committee in November this year. The World Plan of Action also

provided, for. collaboration with specialized, agencies. :■ :

117. The■new feature in the World Plan of Action was that it aimed at imple

menting certain projects under United Nations initiative. The-issue of the,

World Plan of Action would be raised at ECOSOC and.it was .therefore necessary

that African Governments represented at ECOSOC should be aware of its impor

tance. The general opinion of the regional economic commissions,, including

ECAT. was that another indicative plan would not be of much help to developing

countries^ hence it was crucial to preserve the. "action" principles embodied

in the Plan. -. . - ■ :.

118. The Advisory Committee had recommended ..that an annual figure of some

US$ 125 million be provided for the implementation of the-World Plan of

Action. The allocation of a portion of that sum for division among the

three developing regions was likely to be a controversial issue at ECOSOC
and it was here that the active support of -the developing countries would

be needed.

119. In reply to some questions asked by members of the Executive Committeer

the secretariat stated that the Chairman of -the Scientific Council of Africa

was a member of the Advisory Commit;;eet and OAU was usually invited to the
meetings of the Advisory Committee. The secretariat had committed itself

to preparing the first stage-of the regional planr which would be presented
in form of programmes. Within each of the nine sectors mentioned in the

memorandumr areas of priority would be identified and each of them spelt

out in. the ..programmes. The secretariat added that it. had meanwhile started

consultations-with the. existing policy organs in the sectors. In fact a
guide survey of the priorities for. development in science and technology
had been undertaken in all member-States except Lesothor Swaziland and
Botswana which would soon be covered; it was also intended to devise a

formula for sharing the.funds among the three developing regions. Once
this was done, consideration could then be given to sharing the money among

projects within the African, region. . ■. •.=■■.
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120. Regarding the methodology of ascertaining member States' programmes and

priorities in Science and Technologyr the secretariat explained that there,

had in fact'been consultations both at the regional and country levels and

a Symposium on.Science and Technology in Africa had been held in Addis Ababa

in October 1970. which again facilitated the co-ordination of countries' views

on the question.

121. It was hoped that co-operation between ECA and UNESCO would be intensified

at the UNESCO regional office in Nairobi. Although in other Commissions joint

divisions were being created; it was important that the secretariat fof"the ECA

should keep in close touch with the .UNESCO office in.Nairobi'before'working out

a formula on the setting up of joint .divisions to ensure .ma^mum. co-operation

and support from the UNESCO in the field of Science and'Technology.

122- It was suggested that an appeal be made to African Governments represented

at the United Nations and at ECOSOC to pass a resolution on the question of

decentralization of the Organization; Morocco and--Senegal-"were*-therefore'•

specifically requested to prepare a draft resolution. HoweverT after due

consideration the draft resolution was withdrawn.

Other business . .

123» On the question of Telecommunications with particular regard to the

Channelling of cablegrams,, the secretariat stated that only eleven"countries

had their cables routed through Jerusalem (Botswana,, Gambiar Ghanat Lesotho,.

Malawit Mauritius; Nigeria. Sierra.Leoner South Africa^Swaziland and Zambia).
A special plea had been made to Headquarters not to offend persons who felt

that their cables should not be routed through Jerusalem andr in this connexionF

Headquarters had made a special administrative concession which had cost the

United Nations US8 20:000. Nevertheless the secretariat would be happy to

convey the feelings of the Committee to the technical department of the United

Nations which could either take action or send back its reasons for maintaining

the present system. These would then be conveyed to members of the Committee.

Two delegations had requested that more adequate steps "be taken to close down

the Jerusalem channel as far and as soon as possible and to route cables through

the United Nations Telecommunications Network in Beirut.

124. On the question of the representation of member States on the Executive

Committee,, it was explained that the three guiding principles followed when

the Executive Committee was set up were: simplicity in selection of memberst

guarantee of continuity, and the establishment of linkage between the bi-annual

sessions. On the basis of simplicityf every meeting of the Executive Committee

would be free to elect its officersr "but that possibility had been discarded

in the interest of broad continuity and linkage between the bi-annual session

and the work of the Executive Committee, It had been suggested in Tunis that

the Chairman should be the continuing link between the Conference of Ministers

and the Executive Committee. That was why when the Committee met on this
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occasionr the Chairman presided over the election of the rest of the office

"bearers. The Committee was free to change the arrangement and revert to the

strict application of the rules of procedure. It was decided to leave the

question of completing the list of office-bearers to each meeting of the

Executive Committee and then apply "the rules of procedure of the Commission

in the temporary absence of the Chairman.

125* I"t was suggested that a document should be prepared summing up the views

of the Executive Committee for transmission to members sitting on the UWDP

Governing Council. . The secretariat felt sure that since there were five

members of ICCOSOC and three members of the Governing Council of UNDP partici

pating in the deliberations of the Executive Committeer they could be trusted

to report to their Governments and discharge their other obligations with

fidelity.

Date of the sixth meeting of the Executive Committee

126, After discussions, the Committee decided to hold its sixth meeting at

Addis Ababa from 15 to 19 November 1971* An attemprfc would be'made to expedite

the work of the Committee in order to allow delegates to leave Addis Ababa

before 19 November.

ADOPTION OF THE REPORT

127. The Committee adopted, the report at its meeting on 28 May 1971T after

it had been carefully examined and the necessary amendments made.
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RECOMMENDATION ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE AT ITS FIFTH MEETING^/

Economic Co-operation

The Executive Committeef

Recalling the several resolutions passed by EGA and OAU on economic

co-operation, and in particular, resolution 189(IX) and 22l(x)r of the

Ninth and Tenth Sessions of the Commission,.

Desirous of enhancing the capacity of economic co-operation for playing

its important role as an instrument for assisting African Governments in

fulfilling the growth targets of the Second United Nations Development Decade,

!• Requests the Executive Secretary to commission a special study on

the African economic co-operation movement in the past decader taking into

account all the necessary factors, v/ith a view to drawing lessons for the

future,; and to recommend measures and new lines of approach which are likely

to stimulate progress in this field, and thus facilitate the attainment of

the objectives of the Second United Nations Development Decade;

2. Requests the Executive Secretary to present the study to the Eighth

Meeting of the Executive Committee and ultimately the Conference of Ministers;

3- Urges the Executive Secretary to accord high priority to this studyf

and for that purpose^ authorizes it to seek extra-budgetary resources for itr

or else suitably adjust the priorities in the Programme of Work and Priorities

for 1971-1973: with Projections to I976.

l/ See paragraph 76 above.
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H.Er El Hadj M. Haman Dicko

Mr, R, Naah

Mr* P. Ndjoiurfcche

Mr- Ja Mevaa

H0E0 Mr. F. Pehoua

Mr,- P

Central^ African R_egublic

Chad Mr. M-. Gabdou

Democratic Republic__of_Cgjigo Mr* P: Saugu

Mr5 N: Kahasha

Mr^ E. Ma,kiona

Mr. R. Mutoiubo

East Africs

Ethiopia

Madagascar

Somalia

Uganda

Norjt>i Africa

Algeria

Morocc_o

Tunisia

United Arab Rspublic

RaE. Mro Belai Abbai

H=Eo Mr. H. ^aha^ijaOha

Mr- Ra?ianakolon'a

H.E* Dr, A> Mohamed Darman

Mr- W.Sr.Kc Matovu

Mr.:

H,E> Mr, M* Paris

H.E-, M^o Abderrahim Haraket

EoEo Mr. Ti.iani Chelli

HoE. M>.-. Taoufik Smida

Nr,-. Amov Ardfeaosii

Mro Mans;oui- Hadj Slimane

H.Ec Saved Gc\d~-AIla

IL-E, Mro Hassan Sirry Esaat

Mr, Abdel-Alim Khalil

Kr, Mouvtafa -^^iimsA.- Ahmed
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Ghana

Niger -

Senegal

B - OISEKVERS

United Nations

Unitsd ^alio^^

H«E. Mr. H.R, Amonoo

Mr, J.C. Bonney

Mr. H.C.K. S

Mr. Mounteila Ar

H-E. Mr. E.O. Sanu

Miss. H-.A.B. Balogun

H.E= Mr* Y. Sylla

Mr. Mansour Seek

Mr. Alan E<. McBain

Mr* Michel Eoo Kingue

International Labour Organisation Mr. P« Adossama

nST""~ ""* Mr- Hailu Telahun

s Fund

^5

Food and Agriculture Organization Dr- S-Ce Sar

United Ne.r-ions Kducp-xional, Mr. Eric

Organi^at ion (UN513CO)

l-Iq^Haolth Orgarq-sation (WHO) Dr. H.A. Thomas

dp- of M'rioan Unity (OAU) Mi-c Diallo Telli
"■""" ' . . . Mr« J.D. Buliro

Mr. C. Severn

. ■ ■ Kr. A= Dirar
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E/CH.U/ECO/27

E/CN.14/492

E/CN.14/3C0/31

E/CN.I4/SCO/32

E/CN.14/ECO/33/Rev.l

E/CN.I4/-CC/28

E/CN.H/SCC/34
and Add»l, 2, 3 and 4

S/CN.H/519 (Summary)

E/CK.14/520 (Summary)

E/CN.14/ECO/29

E/CN.14/ECO/3O

E/CN.I4/INF/5O

E/CN.u/SCO/35

Provisional agenda

Hatters arising from the first meeting

of the Conference of Ministers

Resolutions and decisions adopted by jthe

Economic and Social Council and the. General

Assembly since -the Commission's ninth session

Implementation of the work programme -

policy issues and problems

Revised provisional draft of the work

programme of Public Administration Section

1971-1973 with projections to 1976

Revised tentative calendar of meetings

and training courses (January-December

1971)

Progress report on economic co-operation

in the sub-regions (November 1970 - May

1971)

Summary of governments' replies to the

Secretary-General's questionnaire on

regional arrangements and structures of

the United Nations

Report of the Economic Commission for Africa

(15 February 1970 - 13 February 197l) (Summary)

Economic conditions in Africa, 1970 (Summary)

ilote on the World Plan of Action for the

application of science and technology to the

development of developing countries

Memorandum on the World Plan of Action for the

application of science and technology to the

development of developing countries

Relations with international organizations

and report on their activities relevant to

economic and social development in Africa .

Revised provisional draft of the work programme

of public, administration Section 1971-1973 with

projections to I98O


